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ABSTRACT
Silver halide solvents are commonly used in the first developer
of a reversal process to obtain brighter highlights and a higher ef
fective speed. An investigation was carried out to determine the
effect of a low and high level of solvent on the sensitometric char
acteristics as well as the covering power, granularity, modulation
transfer function (MTF) and the information storage capacity of Plus-X
reversal film 7276.
The investigation was designed such that the only variable in the
systems studied was the first developer. D-67, i.e., D-19 containing
two grams liter of potassium thiocyanate, was chosen as the high
solvent first developer. D-19 with twenty-five grams liter of
sodium sulfite, designated D19-25 in this investigation, was the low
n
solvent first developer. Four systems were studied:
1) negative images developed in a low solvent developer (D19-25)
2) positive images developed in D-19 using a low solvent first
developer (D19-25)
3) negative images developed in a high solvent developer (D-67)
4) positive images developed in D-19 using a high solvent first
developer (D-67)
The information storage capacity for each system was calculated
from the signal to noise ratio across the spatial frequency range of
zero cycles mm to twenty-five cycles mm . The signal to noise ratio
was determined from the gamma value of the D-log H curves, the MTF and
the Wiener spectrum ordinate value derived from the granularity.
Comparisons between the systems were made for each parameter as
well as the information storage capacity. The comparisons were made
two different ways: 1) at equal densities and 2) at equal exposures.
No significant differences attributable to the solvent were found in
the granularity, MTF and the information storage capacity when the
ccmparisons were made at density levels of 0.50, 1.00 and 1.50 above base
plus fog. Differences were seen in the covering power of each system.
Slower speed and dark highlights, as evidenced in the positive
D-log H curves, were obtained using D19-25 as the first developer. In
creasing the exposure to compensate for the lower speed would not
correct the dim highlights. This indicated that perhaps a more viable
comparison could be made at equal exposure levels.
Differences were observed in the covering power, granularity and
information storage capacity when the comparisons were made at equal
exposure levels. The covering power did not appear to influence the
m
information storage capacity results since the trends were not the
same. The covering power of the D-67 negative system was lower than
the D19-25 negative system due to solution-physical development ef
fects. The covering power of the positive systems were not different.
The covering power values obtained for the positive systems were
about
forty-five percent higher than the covering power values.
The granularity affected the information storage capacity re
sults the most. As the granularity increased across the exposure
range the amount of information detected decreased. Larger dif
ferences were observed between the positive systems than the negative
systems .
Positive images developed in D-67 showed cleaner highlights, i.e.,
a lower D . level on the D-log H curve, a higher effective speed,
about a ten percent decrease in granularity and an increase of about
eighteen percent in the information storage capacity. Processing
in a high solvent first developer provided a distinct advantage over
development in a low solvent developer in terms of the parameters
investigated in this study.
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INTRODUCTION
Reversal processing offers the advantage that a positive image
is formed directly from the exposed film. There are three basic stages
to reversal processing: 1) development of the negative image, 2)
bleaching the negative image and 3) re-exposing and development of the
positive image. An extensive review of the various steps involved and
the importance of each to the final image is outlined by Ives, Zuidema,
Exley and Wilt. The negative or first developer controls much of the
final image characteristics. It usually contains a silver halide
solvent which is used to obtain clean D . areas on the reversal
min
image and thus increase the effective speed.
Reversal processing is often said to produce a finer grain image.
Originally this statement was made in reference to producing a compari
son print on a cine positive film, the print being made from an image
that had been given negative processing. In this context it was meant
that the reversal processed image was finer grained relative to the
2
print. A print made on the early type of positive film can be
assumed to be grainier than a negative. Whether the reversed image is
actually a finer grained image relative to the negative will be
investi
gated.
A solvent in the developer can have many effects. Silver halide
solvents affect the rate of development, the photographic speed, the
contrast and the structure of the developed image by controlling the
rate of solution-physical development. They can increase the initial
development in the low exposure areas, isolate latent-image centers
physically from the grain and cause silver halide to be lost to the
developer solution. These combined effects have a major bearing on
the form of developed silver, the covering power and the optimum ex
posure levels .
The two most common solvents used are sulfite and thiocyanate;
the combination is synergistic in terms of the rate of solution. The
concentration of sulfite affects the speed and the graininess of the
image. As the sulfite level is increased to a M concentration, the
granularity is decreased, as is the speed. Concentrations above this
level cause the granularity to increase. Acutance is decreased
con-
4
tinuously as the sulfite level is increased.
The solvent in the first developer is used to increase the rate
of development and increase the sensitivity for the reversal process.
The amount of solvent used influences the amount of silver halide avail
able for the reversal image. The characteristic curves for the nega
tive and positive image are not mirror images of each other because
the solvent is present, and the reversal curve is steeper though the
5
D is lower than that for the negative image.
max
The covering power, defined as the ratio of the optical density
to the mass of silver per unit area, is affected by the amount of
solution-physical development which occurs in a developer. The rate
of solution-physical development is increased as the amount of solvent
increases. The covering power is a function of the grain dimensions
and the specific gravity. As solution-physical development proceeds
silver from adjacent grains is added onto the filamentary, chemically
developed silver. The silver adds on in such a way to thicken the
filament without increasing the projective mean area of the grain.
Therefore, the density is not increased and the covering power is de
creased.
Two conditions are necessary for a considerable amount of solu
tion-physical development to occur: 1) the amount of silver halide
available for deposition is large and 2) the developed silver has a
larger surface area on which the adjacent silver can be deposited. In
the intermediate density areas the conditions are most favorable and
solution-physical development occurs to the greatest extent. Since the
covering power of the negative is reduced, the sum of the negative and
positive densities goes through a itdnimum in this region. James and
7
Fortmiller state that there are four major factors which affect the
covering power:
1) The size of the particles for nonfilamentary silver. For small
particles the optical density is proportional to the mass of the
particle. As the particle becomes larger, the covering power de
creases as the mass is increased. The relationship between
covering power and the reciprocal of the diameter becomes linear
for larger spherical particles.
2) The size of the developed silver grain and the degree of develop
ment when the silver is predominantly in the filamentary form.
If the degree of development increases the number of grains being
developed without changing their size, the covering power is not
increased. However, if the size is increased as development pro
ceeds, the covering power is decreased.
3) The relative compactness of the filamentary silver. If more
silver is added to the filaments present, then the silver usage
is not as efficient, i.e. , more silver is used to reach a given
density than is necessary.
4) The relative amount of solution-physical development involved in the
formation of the silver. The mass of the grain is increased without
increasing the light stopping power.
Solvent effects will influence these factors primarily by increasing the
mass of the silver grains, particularly in the intermediate density
range. In regions of low exposure silver deposition is limited since
only a few developing grains are present. In regions of heavy exposures
most of the grains contain developable latent-image such that not as
much silver halide is available for deposition. In this region the
induction period of all the grains is relatively the same.
Farnell and Solman have extensively investigated covering power
using various emulsions and development conditions. In their first
o
paper covering power was examined under conditions of chemical develop
ment. The relationship of covering power to various parameters was
obtained from the Nutting equation. They found several factors to be
important in determining the covering power. These factors were:
1) The angle of light collection.
2) The exposure and the degree of development.
3) The vehicle, i.e., softened gelatin tended to increase the area
of the grains while hardened gelatin compressed the grains during
drying. The rate of drying is related to this. Blake and
Meerkamper-^ found that two stages are present during drying.
One was reversible and increased the density by rotating the
grain parallel to the support such that the projective area was
increased. The other was irreversible and decreased the density
by compressing the grains.
4) The effects of physical development.
5) The image color.
They found for emulsions whose grains had a mean projected area greater
2
than .05 ^om , the covering power was inversely proportional to the
square root of the mean area of the grain if the gelatin hardness,
grain shape and size distribution remained constant. If the mean
pro-
2
jected area was less than .05>m , a reduction in the grain size did
not increase the covering power. The expression for covering power
derived from the Nutting equation was found to be realistic.
The covering power of spherical, tabular and filamentary par
ticles physically developed was examined by Solman. Again a rela
tionship was established between covering power and various parameters
based on the Nutting equation. However, covering power for specular
density measurements is specified. The covering power of all the
particles went through a iiBximum around a mean projective area of
2
.003jjm . The exact location of the maximum depended on the particle
shape and the amount of tone modification.
Factors which affect the color of silver deposits were discussed
at length. They found that the color became more neutral when:
1) The particle size was increased.
2) The spread of particle sizes was increased.
3) The particle shape changed, i.e., becomes more tabular or ir
regular on the surface. The irregular surface reduces the mean
free path of the electron in the vicinity of the surface.
4) The particle structure changed, i.e., becomes more disordered.
5) The packing density of the particles was increased.
6) Impurities were present in the particles.
7) Impurities were adsorbed.
8) The refractive index of the vehicle changed.
Tone modification, i.e., particles deposited in the presence of
5-methyloxazoline-2-thiol, made the extinction more uniform across the
visible region since it decreased scattering of the light while increas
ing the absorption. The mechanisms by
which the tone modifcation was
effective were: 1) changing the particle shape, i.e., irregular or
asyirmetric particles, 2) adsorption of the toner on the particle, and 3)
clustering of the particles.
Solman compares the results of the two previous papers in terms of
the color of the deposits, the extinction peaks and the size of the
particles from the different types of development. The neutrality of
the particle and the magnitude of the covering power were found to be
reciprocally related at the maximum extinction peak for the particle.
Other authors have investigated solvent effects from a different
standpoint than covering power. Their investigations have included both
negative and reversal processing. However, in any investigation in
volving silver halide solvents the covering power appears to be a good
tool to help explain the results.
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Klein investigated the effect of solvents on the characteristic
curves of negative and reversal images. He developed a theoretical
model to calculate the characteristic curves. Solution-phyiscal develop
ment effects were accounted for. He used thiocyanate as the solvent and
different development times. The characteristic curves for negative
development using a developer with and without the thiocyanate were not
significantly different. However, the corresponding reversal curves
indicated a difference. The reversal curves had a higher gamma though
the D was lower. The curves were replotted in terms of the quantity
max
of silver developed. A significant difference was seen between the nega
tive curves for development with and without the thiocyanate. The re
versal curves were mirror images of the negative curves. This indicated
that in the presence of the thiocyanate the covering power was lower,
i.e., the thiocyanate caused a thickening
of the silver filaments.
Solution-physical development occurs to some extent in a developer
containing sodium sulfite. Thiocyanate caused the rate of
solution-
physical development to increase. The mechanisms surrounding the
physical development in the presence of thiocyanate and sulfite are not
fully understood. The effect of one on the other has not been deter
mined.
Klein explained the increase in the rate of solution-physical develop
ment in terms of the rate of complex formation of thiocyanate with the
silver ion. This complex is unstable in the presence of sulfite. It is
converted to a sulfite complex which is reduced. This exchange frees
the thiocyanate ion so that it can continue ccmplexing more silver
halide .
In developing his theoretical model, Klein assumed that
solution-
physical development would be greater if one of two conditions prevail:
1) the surface of the silver halide is large, or 2) the surface of the
developed silver is large. These conditions exist in the intermediate
density regions, therefore, the amount complexed as a function of the
silver halide surface goes through a maximum at this point. Klein
experimentally confirmed this assumption.
The mechanism by which the thiocyanate affects the development in
conjunction with the theory of the characteristic curve is used to theo
retically compute the characteristic curves for negative and reversal
development. Five parameters are necessary for the computation. The
theoretical and e^erirtental curves corresponded quite well. A minimum
was seen in the intermediate regions when the negative and positive
densities were added. This was expected due to the solvent effects.
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Farnell investigated solution effects with respect to silver
utilization at fog densities up to saturation density using four dif
ferent developers. He related the discussion to the characteristic
curve theory. This theory involves three assumptions:
1) A grain with a developable latent-image is reduced completely.
2) The developed projective area is proportional to the under
developed projective area.
3) No movement of silver occurs between adjacent grains.
The third assumption is generally untrue.
In reversal processing the re-exposure was such that all the grains
began to develop at the same time. Therefore, solution-physical
development effects were held to a minimum, i.e., any solution-physical
development which did occur was silver halide beccming silver on the
same grain. A stain also appeared due to the bleaching. The stain was
found to be proportional to the negative density and a correction was
made for it.
The sum of the negative and positive densities as a function of
the relative log exposure was generated. The sum was constant for all
exposures when the emulsion was made up of large grains. However, the
small grain emulsion passed through a minimum in the intermediate ex
posure area. This is attributed to solvent effects, i.e., at small
exposures there are not many grains to deposit the silver on whereas at
heavy exposures most of the grains can be developed directly. D-76
showed a loss in the summed density even at small exposures due to the
loss of silver halide from the emulsion to the developer. This loss
was further exemplified in the developed silver quantity curves, i.e.,
the amount of silver available for the reversal image was much less
than in the other cases.
In exajnining the negative and reversal curves further it was seen
that the reversal density falls to zero at an exposure level where the
negative density is still rising. The quantity of silver developed
also saturates at an exposure level less than that needed to reach
saturation density. The quantity of silver saturated since no more
silver was available for the reversal image. It also indicated that
at higher exposure levels the covering power increased because of a
decrease in grain size and solution-physical development. The grains
were utilized as separate units and not much solution-physical develop
ment occurred. The exposure level at which the reversal density begins
to fall is the same as where the negative density begins to rise above
the fog level. The increase in contrast of the reversal curve was at
tributed to these effects. Solvent effects were occurring in the
developers when a solvent was not included in the developer formulation.
The emulsions were also developed in a metol-ascorbic acid (MAA)
developer. The results of this development were:
1) closer symmetry of the characteristic and silver quantity curves
2) no loss of silver halide in the fog areas
3) no tendency for the reversal density or silver quantity to reach
a itdnimum at exposure levels less than that required to reach
saturation density
These results confirmed the conclusions that solution effects were oc
curring in the other developers. All of the grains were not developed
at heavy exposure levels since they were not all sensitive enough for
chemical development. The covering power increased as the exposure
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increased when a correction for fog was made. The correction is neces
sary since the covering power for fog grains is greater than the cover
ing power for silver developed at small exposure levels. The reason
for this will be discussed later. These results were consistent with
solvent effects.
As the activity of the developer was increased the solvent action
was found to increase since the grains were reduced faster. Hence,
there was silver present to catalyze solution-physical development
at an earlier stage.
Covering power as a function of exposure was examined. Covering
power increased as the exposure increased because:
1) the average size of the grain developed decreased,
2) fewer grains were available as sources of silver ions for
solution-physical development, and
3) the spread of induction periods was reduced, i.e., all grains
began to develop together.
In calculating the curves a minimum was observed at smaller exposures.
The minimum was attributed to the covering power of the fog grains
being larger than that for the larger grains which are developed at
smaller exposures. There are two reasons which account for this.
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Solman and Farnell have found that the time needed for a grain to be
developed as fog is proportional to the mean linear grain dimension.
However, the decrease observed here was larger than that expected from
their previous work. Therefore another factor was also operating.
Since fog grains develop at a later time than the grains rendered
developable at smaller exposures, more solution-physical development
occurs on the latter. As the density is increased from the fog level
11
the average filament diameter is larger than the fog grains to a point.
After this the diameters become smaller than that of the fog grains,
hence, less silver is used to achieve a given density. As a result of
this a correction was made for fog. When the correction was made the
covering power increased with increasing exposure.
To determine if assumptions two and three of the characteristic
curve theory (see page 8) were valid, comparisons were made between
covering power/fraction of density developed curves and granularity/
fraction of density developed curves. Granularity is a function of
grain dimension whereas covering power is a function of grain dimen
sion and specific gravity. Assumption three is generally untrue, there
fore, the assumption concerning the weight of the developed grain may be
invalid. Calculations of the variation of covering power with density
may be incorrect. The exposure variation of covering power with density
was greater than theory indicated, especially at low densities. This
led to the conclusion that the grains in the low density region were
either twice the size of the undeveloped grain or contained twice as
much silver. Calculated and experimental granularity/density curves
did not show this difference. Therefore, the solution-physical develop
ment increased the specific gravity of the grain.
The final point Farnell discussed was that a solvent in the
developer can cause the latent-image center to be physically separated
from the grain. The separation is more likely to occur when the
latent-image center becomes smaller since the induction period for
development is longer. This effect caused a loss in speed. The loss
increased as the exposure increased.
The effect of a solvent in a developer is evidenced in many ways.
The first developer in a reversal process dictates the final image
characteristics . Since the characteristics of the negative and posi
tive image are different, the information capacity of each may be
different.
An evaluation of this criterion in reversal processing is not
found in published literature but was included in the present investi
gation. A low solvent and high solvent developer were used as the
first developer. These developer solutions were used to determine
the relationship between the information capacity of the negative
and positive image and whether there is a method by which the informa
tion capacity of the positive image can be enhanced.
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INFORMATION STORAGE CAPACITY
Although much work has been done in the area of solution effects
of a developer on negative and reversal images, the information storage
capacity of the negative and reversal images has never been deter
mined. Knowing that the negative development dictates the reversal
characteristics, the loss of information seemed an important
criterion to investigate to obtain a full picture of reversal develop
ment. To be able to maximize the information in the positive image
would be advantageous.
15
Bird has proposed a method by which the information contained
in a negative and positive image can be added to maximize the informa
tion obtained. The values of detective quantum efficiency, (DOE) , of
the negative and positive image are quite different. This implies that
the developed and undeveloped silver serve as two different channels
by which information is carried. Losses in the DOE are attributable
to fixation or bleaching. By gathering the information in both
channels and adding it, Bird found an improvement in the latitude and
peak of the DOE curve. Theoretically the information from both
channels is collected by a two-channel microdensitometer and then
added according to a mixing theorem developed
in his paper to obtain
the final DQE curve.
Two previously defined models are used
as a basis for defining the
DQE expressions for the negative, reversal and combined images. Zweig's
15
checkerboard model is the first one considered. This model assumes
that the noise in a system is binomially distributed. This is an un
realistic assumption. Therefore Bird goes on to discuss Shaw and
Jones'
model in which all the grains are randomly distributed. Expressions
defining the DQE are derived. With these expressions graphs are gener
ated showing that the DQE of the combined system has a higher peak and
a wider latitude than either of the other two graphs.
The procedure proposed for experimentally obtaining the combined
DQE is to use a two-channel microdensitometer, i.e., one channel
scanning at 320 nm and the other at 600 nm. The former channel would
pick up the information from the undeveloped grains, i.e., those grains
which would form the reversed image, while the latter gathers the infor
mation from the developed silver grains. The information collected is
then added according to the optimum mixing theorem.
The optimum mixing theorem is derived after a review of the deriva










where f = fraction of grains developed
where xn= photons received per grain from the background
Bird used actual data taken from the characteristic curves of different
emulsions to generate negative, reversal and combined DQE curves.
These curves showed an improvement in the DQE of the combined image.
The procedure outlined in Bird's paper was beyond the scope of re
sources available for this thesis. Losses in information occur as an
emulsion is processed, particularly reversal processed. The DQE of
16
the reversal image was the lowest. To be able to maximize the in
formation in the reversal image would be beneficial if other character
istics are not affected to such an extent that the gain is negated by
these losses.
Several methods of determining the information capacity have been
outlined. McCamy used resolving power as the basis for determining
the information capacity. He concluded that the information capacity
is approximately equal to the square of the resolving power, i.e.,
2 -2
C = 10Or bits cm . The use of the resolving power as a measure of
information capacity has its drawbacks.
McCamy'
s formula applies
mainly to microfilming of alphanumeric characters where the information
to be stored is concentrated at high spatial frequencies lying near
the resolving power limit. His formula would apply also to pictorial
images if the scene luminance were coded such that the power spectrum
of the light patterns recorded on the film also had ordinates that
were very much greater at high frequencies than at low
frequencies.
The lurnLnance power spectrum of a normal pictorial scene is just the
opposite, i.e., the ordinates being very small at high frequencies and
17
relatively large at low frequencies.
Since the resolving power
formula appeared to be inappropriate for pictorial scences, it was not
used to evaluate the information capacity in this investigation.
Other methods of judging image quality, i.e., System Modulation
Transfer Acutance (SMTA) , Cascaded Modulation Transfer Acutance (CMTA)
and Subjective Quality Factor (SQF) , do not account
for granularity
variations. Jones was a forerunner in defining a relationship for the
-2
information capacity. His calculations were in terms of bits cm .
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The area needed to store one bit was a measure of the information
capacity. Mtman and Zweig based their definition on the root mean
square deviation of the noise while Schade studied the effect of the
noise in a system on the resolving power. These methods do not




Kriss outlined a method in which the visual response was cor
related to the information capacity. This method determined the
signal to noise ratio using the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) of
the eye as well as that of the film. The eye also introduced noise
which was accounted for in his method.
20
Nelson developed a model to judge the image quality using the
spatial frequency domain rather than the space domain. The MTF and
granularity Wiener spectrum are the major parameters used. The model
can be applied to systems with very different shaped spectra. A signal
to noise ratio can be determined by knowing the input modulation, gamma,
the Wiener spectrum and the MTF. The total information capacity (C) ,
is related to the signal to noise ratio, i.e.,
C=J"l(f)df (2)
where 1(f) = TTf[log2(l + S2(f)V(f)3 (3)
The values of 1(f) obtained using equation 3 are plotted as a function
of spatial frequency. This spectrum indicates how the information in
bits is distributed across the spatial frequency range. Different
systems can be compared on a relative basis using information capacity
spectrum for each system.
18
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Higgins and also Nelson and Higgins tested the correlation of
the objective methods prediction of sharpness to subjective measures
of sharpness, i.e., measurements made visually. The objective methods
2
correlated were those based on the MTF, i.e., SMTA, CMTA, MTF
criterion, log frequency criterion, SQF and the signal to noise ratio
criterion, as well as the resolving power.
Higgins believes that image quality is related to tone reproduction,
sharpness and graininess. Objective tone reproduction is defined as
reproducing the luminance of the original scene. Subjective tone re
production is defined as reproducing the brightness of the original
scene. Luminance is distinguished from brightness in that luminance
is the magnitude of light detected while brightness is the magnitude
of the visual sensation produced by the light detected.
The resolving power can be misleading. An example of this is
shown graphically in Figure 1. The MTF curves for images A and B
cross each other. In terms of the resolving power image B would be
assumed to be sharper because the resolving power limit is higher. How
ever, weighting the two images MTFs with the visual MTF leads to the
correct conclusion image A is sharper.
Crane designed the SMTA model to be used with MTFs that were
gaussian shaped. The area under the MTF for each component of a
system is proportional to the sigma squared values of an equivalent
gaussian curve. The sigma of the line spread function is proportional
to the reciprocal of the sigma of the MTF. The sigma squared values
for the spread function of the components of a system are added to
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Figure 1: The lack of correlation between resolving power and image
sharpness.
system. SMTA is defined as the lcjgarithmic function of the sigma values
for a system's line spread function, i.e.,
SMTA = K + log(aR/cr ) (4)
where cr is a reference or limiting sigma set by the eye.
The CMTA is similar to the SMTA except it is not limited to MTFs
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which are gaussian shaped. The MTF for a system is obtained by cascad
ing or multiplying the ordinate values at each frequency for each com
ponent, the magnitude of each component being accounted for. The area
under the MTF for a system is calculated and compared to the area under a
reference MTF. CMTA is defined as:
CMTA = K 4-
k[log(A/ARj] (5)
S = q(A/AR)
where A^ is a reference MTF of a perfect system.
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The third method outlined by Higgins is known as the MTF
criterion. This method is similar to the CMTA except a system's MTF
ordinate values are squared before the area under the curve is calculat
ed. Sharpness is defined the same way.
The log frequency criterion is also similar to the CMTA. The MTF
ordinate values are plotted against log frequency. The higher frequenc
ies are given less weight than the lower frequences when the modulation
is plotted against log frequency. Sharpness is defined as:
S - q(A/AR) (6)
where A^ is the area for a reference
system whose MTF is 100% at all
frequencies.
An abridged version of the log frequency criterion is known as the
SQF. A bandpass filter is used in place of the visual MTF to calculate
a system's MTF. Sharpness is measured according to equation 6. This
method is limited to MTFs having normal shapes.
The final model discussed is the signal to noise ratio criterion.




s Wiener spectrum and MTF are used to calculate the
signal to noise ratio. The details of this model will be discussed
later. Sharpness is defined as:
S = q(VAR) (7)
where A^ is the area for a reference system whose MTF is 100% at all
frequencies and whose noise is zero.
The area used in this calculation is not the area under a MTF curve.
2 2
Log(l + S (f)/N (f)) is plotted as a function of spatial frequency.
The area under this curve is used to determine the sharpness of a
system when it is compared to the area under the same curve for a refer
ence system having a perfect MTF and zero noise.
Each method was tested experimentally against images evaluated
subjectively. The subjective evaluation was scaled psychologically. A
variety of MTFs, some normal, were used to produce the images evaluated.
It was found that the signal to noise criterion and the CMTA criterion
correlated well with all the subjective evaluation, regardless of the
shape of the MTF when the image noise level was kept very low.
Another test of the six methods was made by varying the level of
noise or graininess in the images evaluated. If the MTF is held constant
and the granularity is increased, the amount of information will decrease.
The loss of information would be likely to change the subjective evalua
tion of the image. The sharpness might be decreased as more noise was
introduced into the image. The signal to noise ratio criterion again
correlated well with the subjective evaluation, i.e., when the MTF and
granularity were
considered together in a system, the predicted results
agreed quite well with the subjective evaluation.
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On the basis of the foregoing discussion Nelson's method of
evaluating image quality and information capacity appeared to be the
best way to evaluate the information capacity of negative and reversal
images using a low solvent and high solvent developer as the first
developer. It was necessary that a method which was reliable and
feasible in terms of the equipment available to this researcher should
be chosen. MTF and granularity calculations could be done. Nelson's
method allows for comparisons of systems to be made on a relative
basis. The information storage capacity results obtained for the
various systems investigated here can be compared in the future to
results obtained with other films if the results warrant a further
investigation .
23
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EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
A method of attack was needed to determine the information storage
capacity of negative and reversal images developed in a low solvent
and high solvent developer. The resulting images would be compared.
23
Bird suggests that information is lost when developed silver is
bleached. The results obtained will indicate whether the information
was lost in going through the negative to obtain a positive image.
From the relation of grain size to sensitivity and what is known
about solution-physical development and its relation to the covering
power, we might expect that the positive images should be less grainy
than the negative images. The larger grains are exposed first. The
negative image should be composed of the larger grains.
The images developed in the low solvent first developer should be
finer grained. The solvent in the high solvent first developer
should cause smaller, unexposed grains to add onto developed silver.
However, the silver added may thicken the silver filaments without
significantly increasing the projective mean area of the bundle of
filaments that constitute each grain. Hence, the covering power may
decrease and the density may remain constant. The smaller grains are
left for the positive image in both developers.
For the images developed in the low solvent first developer the
negative image would be expected to be grainier than the positive.
The difference would not be as noticeable since solution-physical
25
development should be at a itiinimum. Again the larger grains are more
developable and compose the negative image. Silver halide is not dis
solved and plated onto the developed grains. The covering power should
be greater than it is in the high solvent developer. However, if the
solution-physical development occurring in the high solvent developer
causes the projective mean area of the bundle of filaments of the
developed grain to be increased rather than thickening the filaments,
then the grain size should be effectively the same, i.e., the images
developed in the high solvent developer will not be grainier or made up
of larger grains.
A developer which causes an adjacency effect may modify the MTF:
the modulation goes above 100% in the low frequency end of the spectrum.
Adjacency effects occur when the by-products of the developer diffuse
across an edge. The by-products are developer oxidation products and
halide ions. They reduce the density on the low density side of the
edge while increasing it on the high density side of the edge since a
concentration gradient of by-products and fresh developer is established.
When a solvent is incorporated into a developer the silver halide
grains adjacent to the developed silver on the edge dissolve and add
onto the developed silver, thus increasing the density at the edge.
Adjacency effects can enhance the fine
detail and contrast which leads
24
to an increase in the information storage capacity.
The research for this project was designed to obtain as much infor
mation as possible about the reversal process.
The four systems studied
were:
1) negative images developed in
a low solvent developer (D19-25)
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2) positive images developed in D-19 using a low solvent first
developer (D19-25)
3) negative images developed in a high solvent developer (D-67)
4) positive images developed in D-19 using a high solvent first
developer (D-67)
The comparisons made were in terms of the information storage capacity
of each system as well as the granularity, the MTF, gamma and the
amount of silver used to reach certain density levels. To calculate
the information storage capacity three parameters had to be obtained
experimentally. The three parameters were the contrast or gamma of
the respective D-log H curves, the granularity or noise associated
with each system and the MTF of each system.
The time of development was determined for each developer by the
gamma value for each system, i.e., both gamma values for the two nega
tive systems were the same as were the gamma values for the two posi
tive systems. The gamma values for the negative and positive systems
were found in both cases to be the same. For comparison purposes it is
necessary to have a contrast which is the same so that any differences
which may occur later can be attributed to other parameters. The value
of gamma was also needed to calculate the signal to noise ratio which
in turn yielded the information storage capacity of each system.
The granularity patches made were used to determine the ordinate
value of the Wiener spectrum, i.e., the noise level of the system.
The granularity values were used
to determine if the positive image was
actually a finer grained
image than the negative. The granularity
values obtained were used to determine if the granularity depended on
the development conditions employed, i.e., low and high solvent first
developer.
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The MTF curves generated experimentally were used to determine
the spatial frequency range that would be used to calculate the informa
tion storage capacity of the four systems. The details of the calcu
lations used to obtain the information storage capacity of each system
are discussed at length in the information storage capacity section.
The investigation was carried out in two parts. A sensitometric
evaluation was done to determine what developers and development
times should be used. The second part was an analytical evaluation
involving granularity and MTF calculations to determine the information
storage capacity of the four systems of interest.
Sensitometric Evaluation
The sensitometric evaluation was done in three parts. The first
two parts consisted of determining what film to use as well as what
times and solutions would be used for each step with the exception of
the first developer. The third part of the sensitometric evaluation
involved plotting the D-log H curves for each system to determine
what developer and time of development would be used for the first
development step.
Plus-X reversal film 7276 was chosen primarily because it is in
tended for reversal processing. It is a moderately grainy film. Plus-X
is a panchromatic film. It has a high degree
of sharpness, good con
trast and tonal If the
results of this investigation
warrant an extension of the research
to other films, these results




The next step was to determine what solutions should be used to
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process the Plus-X reversal film. Several sources
''
give in
formation on how to develop Plus-X reversal film using a rack and












The times and solutions used for steps two through eleven had to be
determined such that the only variable in processing would be the choice
of the first developer and the time of development. It was felt that by
keeping the entire process the same except for the first developer and
the time of development the values of gamma obtained would be due to
the first developer/time combination and not to other changes in the
process .
The solutions and times recommended in the literature were used
whenever possible. However, when it was not feasible to use the recom
mendations the solutions were chosen according to the availability
of chemicals. Another criterionwas the ease of mixing and storing the
solutions.
A dichromate/sulfuric acid bleach (R-9) was used. Dichromate
bleaches are stable and work rapidly. A ferricyanide bleach could not
be used because it converts the silver metal into a
silver salt which
would be re-exposed and developed to silver metal during the subsequent
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processing steps. The processing solutions would not distinguish
between the silver halide originally exposed and bleached and that not
exposed. The dichromate bleach converts the silver metal into a
soluble silver sulfate which can be washed out of the film. The silver
halide originally unexposed is left in the film to be exposed and
developed to form the positive image. The dictromate-silver metal
reaction is as follows:









A clearing bath is used after the bleaching step to remove the by
products of the bleaching. A sodium sulfite clearing bath is recommended
after a dichromate bleach because most of the by-products are soluble
in sodium sulfite including any unused dichromate. CB-3 was used.
The amount of time the film spends in the clearing bath is critical.
If the film is left in the clearing bath too long it will begin to
dis-
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solve the silver halide which is left.
The re-exposure can be done with a chemical fogging agent or a
light source. An exposure of 800 cd-ft-sec is recommended in the
litera-
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ture. A ten second exposure with a sixty watt lamp twelve to eighteen
inches from the film yields an 800 cd-ft-sec exposure. This set-up was
not feasible for this project.
When a chemical fogging agent is used it is normally incorporated
into a developer which is suitable for the second development. FD-70
is commonly used in modern processing
as the fogging redeveloper. This
solution is quite unstable. Therefore, it was not feasible to use it.
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A solution containing a chemical fogging agent, potassium
borohydride, was used as the re-exposure step. The re-exposure step
is not critical since all the silver halide left should be exposed.
All the remaining silver halide is developed to form the reversal image,
i.e., development goes to completion.
The second developer should be an active developer. A solvent is
not incorporated into it because it could lower the D level and
max
produce dichroic fog. When a light source is used to re-expose the
film, D-19 is recommended. Therefore, D-19 was used as the second
developer.
It was found experimentally that a one minute immersion in the
borohydride solution followed by a three minute development in D-19
gave the same density levels as a five minute immersion in the boro
hydride solution followed by development in D-19 for three minutes.
Three minutes is recommended in the literature.
The times used for each step in the reversal process were those
recommended by Kodak and other published sources unless previously


































10 - 15 itiinutes
*these developers and times are discussed below
**all H90 rinses are running water baths
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The negative development schedule was as follows:
*1) D-67 and D19-25 8 minutes
**2) H20 rinse 2 minutes
3) F-5 5 minutes
4) wash 10 - 15 minutes
The formulas for all the solutions used are listed in Appendix A. All
the solutions were mixed from scratch with the exception of the fixer.
A stock solution available through the photoscience department was
used.
All the processing was done at 70.5F. This temperature was
chosen because the experimental research was started in the summer. The
water temperature could not be cooled below this point. The temperature
of the first developer was adjusted to 70.5F before any processing was
done. The other solutions were kept close to this temperature. The
actual temperature of these solutions was not as critical since the
first developer dictates the final image characteristics. The other
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processing steps are done to completion. The literature recommends
68F for the first developer and a range of 65 - 70F for the other
solutions. The temperature for all the solutions was kept within a
range of 68 - 72F.
The film must be agitated in the bleach. The agitation was done
by hand, i.e., the rack was moved up and down in the tank once every
two seconds. Development in the second developer was done in a tray.
The ANSI standard tray rock method of agitation was used with the
second developer.
The strips of film to be processed were exposed to a calibrated
step wedge in a Kodak 101
Sensitometer RIT #62741. A 2.10 ND filter
was placed between the light source and the wedge. It was found that
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without the filter the steps fell on the shoulder of the D-log H
curve.
The first developers used were D-67, i.e., D-19 with two grams per
liter of potassium thiocyanate, and what will be referred to as D19-25,
i.e., D-19 using twenty-five grams per liter of sodium sulfite instead
of ninety grams per liter. The strips of film to be processed were
put on a rack which in turn was placed in a tank containing the first
developer. Agitation of the first developer was done using a nitrogen
burst apparatus. The nitrogen was bubbled through the developer at a
rate of one burst every ten seconds for a duration of one second at two
pounds of pressure. This rate and pressure is recommended for black
32
and white films.
Each run made to determine the optimum time of development was done
with eight strips. All eight strips were placed in the first developer
for each development time used. The strips were then washed for two
minutes in running water. Four strips were removed and put into F-5
fixer for five ininutes and then washed for ten minutes in running
water. These strips became the negative samples. The remaining four
strips went through the entire reversal process and were the positive
samples. The steps were read on a Macbeth TD-504 RIT #113368 densito
meter. The results were plotted, i.e., a D-log H curve was made for
each system at each development time. The optimum first development
time was determined by the contrast of these curves. It was found that
eight minutes was the optimum time for both developers. The reasons
for choosing an eight minute
development time and the choice of the
first developers are dealt with in the results and discussion section.
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Production and Use of Granularity Patches
Having determined the development conditions the next aspect of
the research involved designing a method to produce granularity patches
and subsequently evaluate the patches. The exposures were made with
a Durst L900 enlarger which had a white Plexiglass diffuser over the
lens. The diffuser was used to insure a uniform field. The equipment
used to make the granularity patches is listed in Appendix B.
A Photovolt illuminance meter RIT #62657 was used to determine the
lux falling in the field. The incident lux was measured at various
points around the field. The field was uniform. The lens was used at
f/11 because the exposure times were most reasonable using this aperture
setting.
One inch patches were made. Two patches were exposed on each strip
of film used. The D-log H curves generated during the sensitometric
evaluation were used as a starting point to determine the exposure time
necessary to obtain a diffuse density level of 1.00 above base plus fog.
The base plus fog level of the Plus-X was 0.24. However, the actual
exposure times used were determined experimentally because the light
sources used to expose the step wedge and the granularity patches were
different. The D-log H curves were used as a measure of how much the
density would be increased if the exposure time was changed by different
amounts. The exposure times were determined separately for each system
investigated. The exposures used are listed in Table 1.
The patches were processed once the exposure had been made. Agita
tion, solutions and times of
development were the same as those used
to produce the negative and positive sensi strips. The temperature of
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Table 1: Exposure levels needed to obtain a density of 1.00 for each
system.
developer sample time lux log H
D19-25 negative 1.2 .239 -.542
D19-25 positive 2.2 -.279
D-67 negative 1.0 -.622
D-67 positive 0.9 -.667
the first developer was adjusted to 70.5F before each set of processing
was done.
Several patches for each system were chosen to be scanned on a
microdensitometer. The patches chosen had a diffuse density level near
1.00 above base plus fog. The patches were traced on the Ansco Model
4 #2 microdensitometer. They were scanned with a circular aperture
whose effective aperture size was forty-eight micrometers. Using a
forty-eight micrometer aperture allowed for comparisons to be made with
published results. The rate at which the sample was scanned as well as
the rate at which the tracing was done had to be determined. A combina
tion was chosen which gave a reasonable number of data points. The
actual optics used and the scanning rates chosen are listed in Appendix
B.
A calculation was made involving the scanning rate of the sample
and paper to determine what distance on the sample was represented by




Data points had to be taken from the traces. It is necessary to
sample at a distance greater than the size of the aperture to insure
independence of the data points, i.e., there is not any correlation
between one point with another because the sample in the aperture at
each point is different.
The granularity of a film is represented by density fluctuations
of a uniformly exposed and processed piece of film. The traces made
by scanning the uniformly exposed and processed patches represented
the density fluctuations or granularity for each system. The standard
deviation (<r) of the trace, i.e., the granularity of the system, was
calculated by sampling every third division or seventy-five micrcmeters
on the film. This a value was in terms of semi-specular density and
needed to be converted to diffuse density units so the results could be
compared with published data. c represents the granularity in terms
of diffuse density. The conversion was made by determining the ratio
of diffuse density to semi-specular density. Step wedges for each
system were traced using the forty-eight micrometer aperture. This
led to semi-specular density values for each step. The diffuse densi
ties were known from the sensitometric evaluation. The slope of this
line, determined by a linear regression program, became the ratio of





The ratio was different for each system.
The Wiener spectrum is related to the granularity of an image. The
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Wiener spectrum represents the noise of a system across the spatial
frequency range. The amount of noise or the ordinate value of the
Wiener spectrum depends on the density level used. The Wiener spectrum
is flat for uniformly exposed and processed black and white negative
and positive materials over a frequency range extending from zero to
more than 100 cycles mm . A frequency range of zero cycles nm to
twenty-five cycles mm was used in all calculations of the information
storage capacity because of the high accuracy obtainable in this range
and the known importance of this range in studies of processing dif
ferences. The most information is found in this range. The Wiener
spectrum is flat because the silver deposits are randomly distibuted
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grains. The Wiener spectrum can be measured directly with a long,
narrow slit. The equipment needed was not available. The cr values
for each system were converted into a value which became the ordinate




where d is the diameter of the aperture in millimeters.
The diameter of the scanning aperture for each system was 0.048 mm.
a was different for each system. The ordinate value of the Wiener
spectrum was plotted across the frequency range of interest. It was
used in the calculation of the information storage capacity.
Determination of the Silver Concentration in the Granularity Patches
Of the several patches of film scanned on the microdensitometer
for each system, one strip of film was chosen. It was of interest to
know what the silver concentration of these patches were. Determination
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of the amount of silver needed to obtain a diffuse density level of
1.00 above base plus fog yielded the covering power for each system.
Each strip had two patches on it. The criterion used to choose the
sample was that the density levels of each patch had to be as close
as possible to the density level of the other patch. The four
samples chosen, i.e., one for each system, were sent to the Kodak
Research Laboratories. An x-ray fluorescence silver analysis was
done. The amount of silver in each patch was determined in grams per
square meter. The covering power for each system could then be calcu




mass of silver in grams/m (11)
The covering power values obtained were used to interpret the results
of the other parameters. They indicated what type of development
was occurring in each developer. The data obtained from Kodak was used
-2
to plot the silver concentration in milligrams ft against absolute
log H. Seme of the differences found between the low solvent and high
solvent developer could be due to the differences in the covering power
of each developer.
Method and Calculation of the MTF
The final parameter, the MTF for each system, was calculated using
a variable-transmittance sinusoidal target. The target was obtained
from C N. Nelson. The frequency range of the target was 3/8 cycles
mm to 42 cycles . There were nineteen different frequencies on
the target as well as ten steps. The target is shown in Figure 2. The
relative log H values are shown on the steps.
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Figure 2: Variable - transmittance sinusoidal target.
A discussion of how the target was produced and the method of using it
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is outlined m detail by Lamberts.
Before any exposures were made the target was scanned on the Ansco
Model 4 #2 microdensitometer using a long, narrow slit 2.95 micrometers
wide. The rate the target was scanned and the rate the paper moved were
the same as those used to trace the granularity patches. The actual
optical set-up is listed in Appendix B.
The step wedge and the sinusoidal patterns were scanned. From the
traces made the D and D . values were determined for each frequency.
max min
For each frequency the D values was obtained by averaging the D
values of each peak within a frequency patch. The D^^ values was ob
tained in the same manner. These values were converted to transmittance
values using the relationship
= T since D = -log T. The modulation
target at each frequency was calculated using equation 12.
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input T + T .
max min
The modulation values for each frequency on the target and a sample
calculation are shown in Appendix C Lamberts states that the modula
tion should be about 50% at 42 cycles mm. Using this criteria it
can be seen that the target nrdulation is good up to 24 cycles mm .
Beyond this the modulation drops off significantly.
The target was contact printed in a printing frame. The exposures
were made with the Durst L900 enlarger used to make the granularity
patches. (See Appendix B) . A white Plexiglass diffuser was placed over
the lens to insure a uniform field. All the exposures were made at
f/11.
The target was contact printed in a spring-pressure printing frame
because these samples were better than those produced using a contact
liquid without pressure, i.e., the modulation of the samples were higher
when contacted in the frame. The contact liquid, xylene, did not insure
uniform contact. The thickness of the liquid is not necessarily uniform
between the strip of film and the target. Less variability due to human
factors was introduced using the printing frame.
Four strips of film were needed to print the entire target, i.e.,
each row was exposed onto a strip of film. Two strips were exposed
simultaneously, e.g., steps one through five and the frequency row con
taining the frequencies 3/8 cycles
nm to 6 cycles mm were exposed
together. The exposures were done in this manner such that the rows of
the target would be centered on the film. Four strips comprised one set.
The exposure times were experimentally determined to give an
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average diffuse density of 1.00 above base plus fog, i.e., D was3
max
above 1.00 while D^ was below that level. If the exposures were made
such that the density levels of steps four and five were above and
below a density of 1.00, respectively, then the average density of
the frequency patches was about 1.00. The exposure times were deter
mined separately for each of the four systems studied.
Once the sets had been exposed they were processed in D-67 and
D19-25. The four strips of each set were processed at the same time
so that two sets could be developed together. One set was a negative
set while the other was a positive set. The temperature of the first
developer was adjusted to 70.5F before every processing run. The
temperature, agitation, solutions and times of development were the
same as those used in the sensitometric evaluation.
The samples were scanned on the Ansco Model 4 #2 microdensito
meter. The same optics used to scan the target were used to scan the
samples, i.e., a slit 2.95 micrometers wide. (See Appendix B) . The
steps and the sinusoidal patterns were scanned.
The step traces were used to generate a D-log H curve for each
system. The exposures used to print the target should fall on the
straight line portion of the D-log H curve. The Dmax and D^
values
for each frequency need to be converted into their corresponding
exposure values to calculate the modulation of the samples across
the spatial frequency range. If the exposures were made on the toe
or shoulder portion of the D-log H curve, the modulation values would
not accurately reflect the
actual modulation of the film.
The relative log H values and the semi-specular density values
for
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each step were known. A D-log H curve was plotted for each system.
A linear regression program was used to determine if the points did
indeed fall on a straight line. A correlation coefficient of 98 - 99%
was found for every sample set traced. This indicates that all the
exposures made did fall on the straight line portion of the D-log H
curve. Therefore, the modulation values obtained across the spatial
frequency range accurately reflected the true MTF of each system.
The D^.,^ and D_. values for each frequency were obtained the same
max min
^ 2
way they were obtained on the target. The D and D . values for^
max min






spectively, using the linear regression program. From these values
the corresponding H and H . values were found. The modulation ofr ^
max min
the output could then be calculated for each system using equation 13.
_
max min (13)
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The MTF curve was drawn for each system by plotting the ordinate values
against their respective frequency-
The MTF curves generated experimentally
showed that the frequency
range of interest should be 0 cycles mm
to 25 cycles mm . Beyond 25
cycles the MTF drops quickly to
about 10% at 42 cycles mm . Pub
lished
data35
on Plus-X reversal film shows the curve drops to about 10%
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at 120 cycles mm to 140 cycles . The MTF values in the 0 cycles
-1 -1
mm to 25 cycle mm range correspond to the published data. The
limitations of the equipment available accounts for the problem en
countered beyond 25 cycles . As previously stated the modulation
of the target dropped off significantly beyond 24 cycles mm-1. Since
the modulation of the target is low, the contact print made from the
target is lower. Due to experimental error and equipment, the frequency
range 0 cycles mm to 25 cycles was used for all calculations of
the information storage capacity. This frequency range is known to be
the range in which processing effects on MTF are most clearly revealed
if they exist. Therefore, this range is believed to be sufficient for
the purposes of this investigation.
Extension of the Data to Different Density Levels
The experimental procedure for producing granularity patches to ob
tain the Wiener spectrum at a certain density level and the contact
printed images of the variable-transmittance sinusoidal target were ex
tended to diffuse density levels of 0.50 and 1.50 above base plus fog.
Previously the exposures were determined separately for each nega
tive and positive sample to obtain a density level of 1.00. In producing
the samples for density levels of 0.50 and 1.50, the exposures were
made such that a negative density of 0.50 and 1.50 was obtained in each
developer. The exposure used to produce the negative samples was then
given to the positive samples. The density of the positive samples
were not 0.50 and 1.50 but higher in the case of development in D19-25
and lower with development in D-67. Table 2 shows the different ex
posures needed to produce the negative density levels in each developer
and the corresponding positive density levels achieved using the negative
43
exposure values. The exposure values in Table 2 are those used to
make the granularity samples.




























The amount of exposure needed to reach certain density levels with each
developer for the negative is different. The corresponding positive
density actually reached shows a difference in the type of development
occurring between the low solvent and high solvent developer. This
observation will be dealt with in the results section.
The remainder of the procedure, i.e., the development conditions,
the microdensitometer work and the calculations made, was the same as
that described above for producing the granularity and MTF samples at
a diffuse density level of 1.00.
The silver concentration of the granularity patches for each system
at a density level of 0.50 and 1.50 were
determined by the Kodak Research
Laboratories using x-ray fluorescence
analysis. The samples were chosen
using the same
criteria used at a 1.00 density level. The covering power
was calculated for each system at these density levels.
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Determination of the Information Storage Capacity
Having obtained values for the three parameters, i.e., gamma, MTF
and Wiener spectrum, at the three different density levels calculations
for the information storage capacity across the spatial frequency range
of interest were made. The method of calculating the information
storage capacity is shown graphically in Figure 3. The range of
interest in this investigation was 0 cycles to 25 cycles mm . An
incremental frequency range of 5 cycles was chosen. Five points
on each graph were used in doing the calculations, i.e., a point was
taken within each increment. For example, from 0 cycles to 5
cycles mm the capacity was calculated for 2.5 cycles , from 5
cycles mm to 10 cycles mm 7.5 cycles mm was used, etc. A sample
calculation, the actual values of gamma for each system and the input
modulation values are shown in Appendix D.
The input modulation spectrum used was that of an average indoor
37
or outdoor scene. Scott describes a typical modulation spectrum such
as the one used here. The modulation that the film receives is deter
mined by the scene luminance modulation, AL(f)/L. The lens MTF would
38
have only a small effect and is omitted in these calculations. The




M = T" "
i + o.Kf)
(15)
The MTF used for each system were determined experimentally as stated
before. The MTF values were read at 2.5, 7.5, 12.5, 17.5 and 22.5 cycles
mm-1. They were used to calculate
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The slope of the D-log H curves was also needed to calculate the
output signal to noise ratio. These values were determined during the
sensitometric evaluation. The Wiener spectrum ordinate value is
constant across the spatial frequency range. Its value for each system
at each density level was determined previously. Having obtained all









The information storage capacity at each frequency is calculated
according to equation 17.
1(f) =TTf[log2(l + S2/N2^ (17)
1(f) was plotted against frequency. This yielded an information capacity
spectrum. The plot indicates how the information is distributed over
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the spatial frequency range. The total information storage capacity
for any system is equal to the
area under the information capacity
spectrum, i.e.,
C =fl(f)df =1 1(f) Af (18)
C is in bits mm-2. The total information capacity
for each system was
compared. It will be noted if the amount of
information at each fre
quency differs significantly among
the four systems under study, i.e.,
if the curves are significantly
different between the different developers
and/or the negative and positive
images obtained in each developer. This
discussion is presented in the
experimental results and discussion section
which follows.
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Producing the samples to calculate the information storage capacity
was a straightforward process. The results obtained from the calcula
tions will be interpretted in terms of what is known about development
in low solvent and high solvent developers.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Introduction
The four systems were compared in terms of the covering power,
granularity, jMTF and information storage capacity. The experimenta
tion was designed such that the first developer used was the only
variable in processing. Any differences found could then be attributed
to actual differences between a low and high solvent developer. Posi
tive images for both systems were developed in D-19 such that any
differences found were due to what happened during the negative stage,
i.e., low and high solvent development.
Comparisons between D-67 and D19-25 in terms of granularity, in
formation storage capacity and other parameters can be made in two
different ways: at equal densities and at equal exposures. Compari
sons made in terms of equal density showed trends which were unexpected.
No significant difference was found in the granularity and the informa
tion storage capacity of the four sytems even though the covering
power was different.
The comparisons were extended to equal exposure levels for reasons
which are discussed at length below. The results complemented each
other. Significant differences were found between the negative and
positive systems for all the parameters investigated. The positive
systems were different in terms of the information storage capacity
and granularity though the covering
power was the same.
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Practical consequences of using D-67 and D19-25 are also discussed,
i.e., the economic advantage of one developer over the other as well as
the subjective tone reproduction of each image.
Sensitcmetric Evaluation
Determining the processing conditions for all subsequent development
was done first. D-67 was chosen as the high solvent developer because
it has been used with many films. The first development time used was
40
that at which the contrast no longer increased.
Figure 4 shows the D-log H curves for negative and positive develop
ment at different times using D-67 as the first developer. The corre
sponding gamma values are shown for each curve. The development time
was chosen on the basis of which time yielded the best contrast on both
the negative and positive images, i.e., the contrast no longer increased.
From Figure 4 it can be seen that an eight minute development time was
best for the positive image. The eight and ten minute curves are
parallel through the straight line portion of the curve. The D^^
values
are nearly the same. The eight minute
development curve for the negative
development also gave the best contrast. The base plus fog level was
increased when a ten minute development was used. The base plus fog
level of an unexposed piece of film was 0.24. Development for more
than
eight minutes increased the fog level evenly across the step wedges
without increasing the contrasts. An eight minute
development time was
chosen for development in D-67 since the best contrast
was obtained.
A low solvent developer had to be
found which would give the same
contrast on the negative and positive
as the D-67 development did. A
metol-ascorbic acid (MAA)
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Figure 4: Negative and positive D-log H curves using D-67 as the
first developer for 5, 8 and 10 minutes.
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MAA is a non-solvent developer. Figure 5 shows the D-log H curves
obtained using MAA as the first developer. The corresponding ganrna
values are also listed. It can be seen from Figure 5 that the shape of
the D-log H curve differs significantly from the curves for development
in D-67. The D^ levels obtained in the negative development were
considerably lower. The contrast was much greater, especially for the
positive development. The straight line portion is short. The straight
line portion falls below a diffuse density level of 1.00. Since the
shape of the D-log H curves for development in D-67 and MAA were so
different, a new low solvent developer was tried.
On the recommendation of B. H. Carroll a developer having the com
position of D-19 except for a reduction in the sulfite level to twenty-
five grams per liter, designated D19-25, was evaluated sensitometrically
to determine if it could be used as the low solvent developer. D-67
and D19-25 differed only in the solvent level which was advantageous.
Figure 6 shows the D-log H curves obtained using different development
times in D19-25. The gamma values associated with each curve are also
shown. The shape of the D-log H curves are similar to the curves ob
tained for development of the Plus-X in D-67. The D levels obtained
during the negative processing were the same in both developers. The
D levels on the positive curves are higher for the D19-25 developer.
max
This was expected since the amount of silver halide left to form the
silver metal image in the positive was greater in the D19-25 because
little solvent was present, i.e., the solvent dissolves some of the
silver halide and the silver ions add onto the developed silver in the
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Figure 5: Negative and positive D-log H curves using MAA as the























































Figure 6: Negative and positive D-log H curves using D19-25 as the
first developer for 8 and 10 minutes.
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values were about the same as the D-67 contrast values for an eight
minute development time. An eight minute development time was chosen
for development in D19-25. Development for ten minutes increased the
density systematically across the exposure range. The contrast was
not better and the fog level was increased. The base plus fog levels
on the negative were good, i.e., 0.01 density units above the base.
A comparison was made between the curves in terms of the density
level across the exposure range. Figure 7 shows this comparison. For
negative development higher density levels were achieved with D-67
whereas higher density levels were obtained in D19-25 in the positive
development.
The sensitometric curves in Figure 7 can be interpretted in terms
of tone reproduction. The exposure range normally used in pictorial
photography covers the straight line portion of the reversal curve and
much of the toe or highlight region. A picture developed in D-67
would appear nicer to the eye because D-67 gives brighter reversal
images than D19-25. Projected reversal film images often are much
dimmer than is desirable from the standpoint of subjective tone repro
duction. The D-67 reversal curve lies about 0.40 density units below
the D19-25 curve in the middle portion of the exposure range and about
0.18 units below in the critical highlight region where improved
brightness is especially desired. D19-25 provides dim or
"unclean"
highlights.
Another disadvantage of using D19-25 was that the effective speed
was lower by about 0.5 log H units. In exposing for a negative, the





















Figure 7: Comparison of positive and negative D-log H curves for
an eight minute development in D-67 and D19-25.
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slower than that in D-67, depending on the printing conditions. D19-25
would probably not be used in practical photography because increasing
the exposure to compensate for the lower speed would not correct the
dense highlights.
Comparisons between D-67 and D19-25 in terms of granularity, in
formation storage capacity and other characteristics can be made in
two different ways: at equal densities and at equal exposures. The
experimentation was originally designed to make the comparisons at
the same density levels for each system. Samples were made by adjusting
the exposures so as to obtain approximately equal densities in the
two negative systems at three diffuse density levels, i.e., 0.50, 1.00
and 1.50 above base plus fog density. Using these same exposures,
three well-spaced densities were also obtained in the reversal images,
although not strictly at 0.50, 1.00 and 1.50.
The study was later extended to obtain
comparisons at equal ex
posure levels. It can be seen from Figure 7 that a density of 1.00 for
the D-67 reversal image lies, for example, at the same exposure as a
density of 1.40 on the D19-25 reversal curve. The density
difference
of 0.40 density units was consistent across the exposure range.
Like
wise, for the negative curves
the density difference at the same ex
posure was 0.22 density units.
Since the relationship between density and exposure was known, a
plot of granularity versus density could be
transformed into a plot of
granularity versus log exposure.
As described later, this was done
for each of the four processing
conditions. The actual exposures used
to produce each set of
samples were also known. Similar transformations
were made for covering power
and information storage capacity.
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Solution-physical development probably occurred during the D-67
development because the D-67 negative curve produced more density at
a given exposure level. The covering power was lower. However, much
more silver was developed such that higher density levels were reached.
The covering power results are discussed in detail in the following
section.
The positive D-67 D-log H curve was below the D19-25 D-log H curve
indicating that solution-physical development had occurred since less
silver was left to produce the reversed image.
The solvent is present in the first developer such that a good D
min




without solvent with solvent
Figure 8: Cross-section of an emulsion showing the function of the
solvent in the first developer during reversal processing.
It can be postulated that the solvent in the D-67 first developer is
sufficient to reach a good D^
level in the positive, yielding proper
latitude and an increase in the effective speed. The amount of
solution-
physical development should be limited to that which gives a good posi
tive image and favorable speed.
The comparison between the positive images showed the relation
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expected. The density levels on the curve for D19-25 development were
higher. The D^ level was also higher indicating that the solvent in
D-67 did clean out the D . area of the film without lowering the D
nun ^ max
level. The latitudes of the two positive images were similar.
The density levels were different for the two developers. The
granularity, the covering power and the information storage capacity
of the four systems will be discussed in the following sections.
Covering Power of Plus-X Reversal Film 7276
Covering power is defined as the optical diffuse density divided
by the mass of silver. The amount of silver in two granularity patches
at each density level for each system was determined by x-ray fluo
rescence. Table 3 shows the covering power values for each system at
each density level obtained by the Kodak Research Laboratories.
Table 3: Covering power values for each system.






















































Each value in Table 3 is the average of two patches.
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Figure 9: Covering power as a function of diffuse density.
As expected the negative D-67 development showed a lower covering power
than development in D19-25. This indicated that solution-physical
development did occur. The filaments composing each grain probably
were thickened during the first development since the covering power
decreased. However, the amount of silver developed was large enough
so that higher density levels were obtained even though the covering
power was lower.
The negative covering power in both developers increased as the
density increased because the proportion of finer grains forming the
image increased. As expected, the covering power in D-67 was lower
due to an increase in solution-physical development. The
solution-
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physical development thickened the filaments without increasing the
area of the filaments such that the density was not increased. The
covering power curves were unexpectedly parallel for both the negative
and positive systems.
The covering power of the positive images was higher than the nega
tive images. The finer grains were used to form the positive image.
Silver was lost in the negative stage via solution-physical development.
The filaments composing the grains were finer, i.e., tliinner than the
negative filaments in both developers. Therefore, not as much silver
was needed to obtain the density levels in the positive image. Since
the covering power of the silver in the positive image was higher good
contrast and latitude of the positive image was achieved. This is ad
vantageous for reversal processing since the reversed image is the
image normally viewed.
Interpretation of the positive curves was more difficult. The
covering power decreased as the density increased. One possible ex
planation is that a low density positive image is composed of finer
grains than a higher density image. This is unlike the negative image
in which the low density negative image is composed of the larger,
faster grains. The positive images are formed from the unexposed
silver left from the negative image. In the case of the low density
image most of the silver has been removed during the bleach step. The
finer grains are left and fewer are left
such that the covering power is
greater, i.e., not as much
silver is utilized to obtain a certain
density level.
The covering power
of the positive appeared to be lower in the D-67
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development. This may have been due to the solution-physical develop
ment in D-67, i.e., solution-physical development selectively removed
silver halide from the finer grains such that the images were composed
of coarser grains. Lower density levels were obtained on the positive
D-log H curve. Since the density at equal exposure levels was dif
ferent, comparisons of the covering power at equal exposures are also
significant.

























Figure 10: Covering power as a
function of absolute log H.
It can be seen that the actual
differences in the covering power be
tween D-67 and D19-25 were
smaller when the comparisons were made in
terms of exposure. The
difference in the covering power for the
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positive images was insignificant. This result seemed reasonable
since they were both developed in D-19. The D19-25 positive image
contained more silver since more silver halide was left after the nega
tive stage because little solution-physical development occurred during
the first development. If any solution-physical development occurred
in the D-19, it would occur to almost the same extent for each positive
system. The solution-physical development could be slightly higher in
the D19-25 positive since more silver would be available for deposition
of silver ions. Since the D-67 curve was not significantly lower,
little solution-physical development probably occurred in the reversal
development with D-19 and the covering power of each positive system
should be the same.
The main conclusion drawn from Figure 10 was that the covering
power of the positive images was much greater than the covering power
of the negative images. Development in D-67 gave higher densities in
the negatives and lower densities in the positives than development in
D19-25. These findings indicated that reversal processing with D-67
utilized the silver more efficiently in two ways. A greater proportion
of the total amount of the film's silver was used to form the negative
images. The negative silver is subsequently dissolved by the bleach.
The bleached silver can still be used since it becomes recoverable in
commercialpractice. Also, less silver is used to form the visual image.
This difference in the efficiency of the silver usage between D-67
and D19-25 is seen more clearly in Figure 11, where the amount of
2
silver in mg per ft is shown
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Figure 11: Quantity of silver developed as a function of absolute
log H.
The comparisons were made across the exposure range normally used in
pictorial photography, i.e., the differences indicated how the two
first developers influence the reversed image.
More silver was present in the D-67 negative image than the D19-25
negative image. The opposite relation was found for the positive,
i.e., the D19-25 image contained more silver. Thus, it can be seen
again that the D-67 puts more silver in the negative image and thereby
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provides an economic advantage because the negative image silver is
normally dissolved by the bleach and recovered.
The trend of the negative and positive silver concentrations for
each developer was the same, i.e., the curves diverged more as the
exposure was increased. The sum of the negative and positive silver
was about the same for each developer at various exposure levels.
The density difference was larger for the positive D-log H curves,
i.e., about 0.40 density units difference relative to about 0.22
density units difference for the negative images. (See Figure 7) .
Since the density difference between the positive D-log H curves was
much greater, the covering power must have been the same. The density
difference was due to the amount of silver developed and not different
covering powers for each positive image. On the other hand, the
density difference of the negative D-log H curves was due to the dif
ferences in the covering power. If the covering power had been the
same, the density difference might have been greater as in the case of
the positive curves. Figure 9 supports this conclusion, i.e., the
covering power of the positive was not different.
The log H value at which the negative and positive curves crossed
for each developer was different. The D-67 curves crossed at a smaller
exposure level. The amount of silver present in each image at the
crossover point was the same for each system. The crossover points in
dicated that the solvent increased the effective speed of the positive
as well as cleaned the D . areas, i.e., more silver was present in the
D19-25 positive curve at the exposure level yielding the crossover
point for the D-67 curves.
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The covering power results fit well with the information obtained
from the sensitometric evaluation. The density difference in the D-log
H curves can be interpretted in terms of the covering power of each
system as well as the amount of silver developed. More silver was
developed in the D-67 negative image. However, the covering power was
lower. Therefore, the D-log H curve was only 0.22 density units above
the D19-25 negative D-log H curve. Although the covering power was
lower, the amount of silver present was still enough to obtain a higher
density at each exposure level. The D19-25 positive curve was about
0.40 density units above the D-67 curve since the amount of silver de
veloped was greater and the covering power was the same.
Granularity Values for Plus-X Reversal Film 7276
The granularity was determined at diffuse density levels of 0.50,
1.00 and 1.50 above base plus fog. The granularity values were calcu
lated in terms of diffuse density. Table 4 lists the granularity values
obtained for each system at the three density levels.
The granularity values were calculated from tracing several patches
at each density. Using data from the traces made, a plot of cr against
density showed that the granularity passed through a minimum at a
density level of about 1.00. (See Figure 12). Data obtained by other
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researchers shows that a linear relationship is obtained between the
granularity and the density across a small density range. The
relation-
-1/2
ship is related by <JD
= k(D)
'
over a larger density range. Since
the plot obtained did not fit either relationship, a statistical analysis
of the data was done.
Four granularity values were
averaged to obtain each point plotted
68











































in the top graph of Figure 12. If one of the four granularity
values
for a particular density level seemed to be out of the range of the
other values, a flyer test was applied.
Based on the calculation done
the values rejected were rejected with a 5% risk of error.
The
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statistical method used is outlined by Rickmers and Todd . The graph
shown on the bottom in Figure 12 is the result
of rejecting some of the
data points at each density level. The relationship became
linear as
was expected.
The original curve was accounted
for in terms of experimental
error. Any nonuniformities in processing
the patches would cause more
deviation of the density. The
microdensitometer used to trace the
patches was erratic at times, i.e., a
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0.20 0.60 1.00 1.40 1.80
diffuse density (minus base plus fog)
Granularity as a function of diffuse density using four
patches to determine each data point (top) and rejecting
one of the four patches to determine each data point
(bottom) .
lot of fluctuation could be scanned the following day and show less
fluctuation. Some patches were scanned more than once. Because of
these factors and the statistical analysis done the values listed in
Table 4 are the result of rejecting some data points.
The original set of granularity values obtained for development
in D-67 at the three density levels showed a minimum in the curve after
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the statistical analysis was done. As a result, the entire process
was repeated for all three density levels. A statistical analysis
of the data from the second run was done. None of the data points
were rejected. Plotting the new granularity values against density
produced a linear relationship. The values listed in Table 4 for
development in D-67 are the results of the second run of the entire
process.
As a check on the system the Kodak Research Laboratories scanned
a few of the patches from the second run with D-67. The check by
Kodak also supported the decision to use the cr values obtained from
the second run since the same values were obtained.
The data in Table 4 showed that the granularity values at a diffuse
density level of 1.00 were the same. A test of the variance was done
to determine if the values were different. The method used is outlined
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by Rickmers and Todd. The analysis was extended to diffuse density
levels of 0.50 and 1.50 since no differences were seen.
A test of the variances was applied to the granularity values at
density levels of 0.50 and 1.50 to determine if there were differences
in the granularity of the negative and positive samples. Differences
between the two negative systems and the two positive systems were
also tested. Differences were significant for the granularity values
obtained at a level of 0.50 density units above base plus fog. This
was true for all four comparisons made.
Figure 13 shows the granularity plots for both negative and posi
tive images in both developers.
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Figure 13: Granularity as a function of diffuse density using D-67
and D19-25 as the first developer.
level, the differences in the granularities were attributed to the
density differences. Although density differences were also present
at the 1.50 density level, the granularity values were not signifi
cantly different since the mean size of the grains developed were
similar in size. At a density level of 0.50 the larger grains com
posed the image for the negative images. The positive images were
composed of the finer grains and more non-grain area was present. These
represented the two extreme cases such that differences were found.
The granularity comparisons could not be made in terms of the density
unless a correction was made corresponding to the difference in the
density levels of the D-log H curves.
This interpretation is consistent with the fact that granularity
is a function of the number of grains and the mean size of the grains
ccmposing the image. As the density increases the number of grains
developed also increases. The granularity increased as the density in
creased, i.e., more grains are present to interfere with the signal.
However, the size of the grains is the most important factor. A com
parison of two samples at the same density level, one composed of small
grains and the other composed of much larger grains, would show that
the image composed of the larger grains would be grainier even
though the number of grains was greater in the other sample. The
density is determined relative to the surrounding area where no grains
are developed. For a given aperture size areas of developed silver and
no development are seen. The area of the grains in the aperture deter
mine the light stopping power, i.e., a grain with a larger diameter
would stop more light than a grain having a smaller diameter. The
thickness of the grain is unimportant since silver is completely opaque.
The density transmitted through the aperture depends on the non-grain
area.
Ccmparing the granularity values of the four
systems against the
absolute log H gave a better picture of what was happening. Figure


















Figure 14: Granularity as a function of absolute log H for negative
and positive images using D-67 and D19-25 as the first
developer.
It can be seen from Figure 14 that the granularity for each system at
a given exposure was different. The differences in the granularity be
tween the two negative systems decreased as the exposure was increased.
The granularity was higher for the D-67 negative system.
Solution-
physical development occurred which thickened each filament in the
bundle of filaments composing the grain without significantly increasing
the grain area since the covering power was decreased. The thickening
has little effect on the granularity. At the same exposure level more
silver was developed during development in D-67. The mean sizes of the
grains may vary more in the D-67 sample since solution-physical develop
ment increased the size of the larger grains while decreasing the size
of the smaller grains. The grain size distribution was larger due to
the variation in the grain sizes such that more density fluctuations
appeared in the traces. Therefore, the granularity may have increased.
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Since more silver was present in the D-67 development, the granularity
was higher.
The positive granularity values for both developers were different
across the exposure range. The positive granularity decreased at the
same rate the negative granularity increased as the exposure increased.
The trend of the differences was the same as that of the negatives, i.e. ,
the differences in the granularity decreased as the exposure increased.
The D19-25 positive images were grainier as was expected from the D-log
H curves. The density difference of about 0.40 units between the re
versal curves was hypothesized to produce more granularity in the D19-25
image than in the D-67 image. This result was consistent with the fact
that granularity increases with density.
The granularity value at which the negative and positive curves for
each developer crossed was the same, although the exposure point was
different. The D-67 granularity values crossed at a smaller exposure
level indicating a higher effective speed. The effect of the solvent
was to clean out the D . areas and increase the effective speed of
min
the reversal image so that the noise in the D-67 reversed images was
lower.
The differences in the positive granularities are expected to affect
the information storage capacity of the positive systems since more
noise would diminish the signal detected. This will be discussed later
in this paper.
Comparisons of the granularities in terms of the exposure yielded
results which supported the conclusions of the sensitometric evaluation,
i.e., the solvent caused the
speed to increase and the densities to
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decrease in the positive images. Hence, the D-67 development gave a
better image in terms of the noise level of the system.
MTFs of the Four Systems
The MTFs for each system are shown in Figures 15 and 16. The shape
of the curves resemble the curve published by
Kodak.45
The actual
modulation values are lower than the published values. The difference
was attributed to the experimental conditions, i.e., the equipment and
method of producing the MTF samples was not as precise as the equipment
used to determine the published data.
Adjacency effects are often seen when an edge is processed in a
developer containing a solvent. The solvent dissolves silver halide
on the low density side of the edge which plates out onto the developed
silver metal on the high density side. Adjacency effects also occur
when an edge is processed in a surface developer. The by-products of
the developer, i.e., oxidation products and halide ions, diffuse across
the edge from the high density side to the low density side while fresh
developer diffuses in the opposite direction. The density levels
affect the concentration gradient of the development by-products and
the fresh developer across the border. The diffusion causes develop
ment to be retarded on the low density side, i.e., fringe effect, while
the edge of the high density area develops more rapidly than the rest
of the area since the concentration of the developer is increased at
the edge. This is known as the border effect. An adjacency effect
causes the modulation transfer function to go above 100%. Good agita
tion during development tends to reduce the














































spatial frequency (cycles mm )
Fiqure 15: MTF of Plus-X
reversal film 7276 developed in D-67 at
diffuse density levels of 0.50, 1.00


































































spatial frequency (cycles nm )
Figure 16: MTF of Plus-X reversal
film 7276 developed in D19-25 at
diffuse density levels of 0.50, 1.00 and 1.50 above base
plus fog.
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This investigation was not designed to test for adjacency effects.
No adjacency effect was evident from the MTFs for each developer. D-19
developer is known to be one that usually gives little or no adjacency
effect except when used with a much shorter development time than the
46
eight minute time used here.
The differences between developers were within the experimental var
iability of the process. Comparisons between the negative curves
developed in each developer showed no difference at all three density
levels. The positive curves were also the same. The differences noted
appear to be experimental variations in processing, exposing and tracing
the samples.
The actual exposure levels and corresponding D values for each
system at each density level are listed in Table 5.
Table 5: Exposure levels needed and D values obtained with each
system for exposure of variable-transmittance sinusoidal
target.



























The exposure used to obtain the same density levels in the D19-25
was significantly different from the D-67 exposure indicating that the
speeds were quite different. A difference in the negative and positive
speed for the D-67 development was also noted. Less discrepancy in
the density levels obtained with each developer was seen than in the
granularity samples.
The negative MTFs decreased as the density increased for both
developers while the two positive MTFs increased as the density in
creased. This same trend was observed for the covering power across the
density range.
The MTFs were not compared in terms of equal exposures. No sig
nificant differences are likely to be revealed by such a comparison.
The MTF exposure values used to obtain the density levels of 0.50, 1.00
and 1.50 do correlate with other results, i.e., higher exposure levels
were needed to produce the required density levels on the D19-25 nega
tive. The D19-25 positive density levels were again higher since the
solvent increased the effective speed of the D-67 image.
The discrepancies in the density levels of the four systems did not
affect the interpretation of the MTF results to the extent the granular
ity results were affected.
Development in a low and high solvent developer produced nearly the
same response across the spatial frequency range. The most visual in
formation is contained in the low frequency range. Since the curves
were the same, the same amount of
information should be contained in this
range for each system.
Adjacency effects did not
appear in the MTF data even though the
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frequency range used here is known to be favorable for revealing such
effects. Usually differences between developers are also revealed in
this range. If the mechanism of producing edge effects was present in
each developer, then the effect was the same. In neither case was it
enough to increase the modulation above 100%.
These results implied that although the amount of solvent present
in D-67 was enough to change the covering power of silver developed,
the MTF was not affected. One would expect the positive MTF for D-67
development to be higher since the image is composed of finer grains
although some of them have been dissolved by the solvent. The solvent
dissolves the smallest grains first because the specific surface is
higher. The finest grains were developed to form the positive image
in D19-25. More silver halide was left in the film to be developed.
This may have caused some detail to be lost. Both images were com
posed of filamentary silver. The amount of detail rendered visible
was the same. The negative silver originally made developable and
bleached left
"holes"
in the resulting positive image. The
"holes"
were
left by the larger grains, hence, some detail may have been
lost since
the positive silver developed up around the "holes". The MTFs were the
same for all four systems due to the combination of these factors.
Although the MTFs were the same across the spatial frequency range
of interest, the information storage capacity may
not be the same since
the noise levels varied. The granularity
values used to calculate the
Wiener spectrum ordinate values
were those listed in Table 4. These
values were in turn used to calculate
the information capacity at each
frequency and the total
information storage capacity across the spatial
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frequency range, i.e., zero cycles mm
-1
to twenty-five cycles mm -1.
The values obtained using this calculation are discussed in the follow
ing section.
Information Storage Capacity
The information capacity spectrums are shown in Figures 17 and 18.
1(f) is plotted against spatial frequency across the frequency range
of interest, i.e., zero to twenty-five cycles . Each spectrum
was calculated from the film's MTF, Wiener noise spectrum (derived
from the granularity data) and the sensitometric gamma for each pro
cessing condition.
It was found that the granularity was different for each system
at equal exposure levels. The granularity values used to determine
the Wiener spectrum ordinate for each system should have accounted for
this difference. For example, at a density level of 1.00 above base
plus fog the granularity values for the D-67 negative and positive
development could be read from Figure 14. Since the D19-25 D-log H
curve was 0.40 units above the D-67 D-log curve, the granularity value
used would have been read at a density of 1.40 above base plus fog.
Likewise, the D19-25 negative value would have been read at 0.78
density since the D-log H curve was 0.22 density
units below the D-67
curve. These four values would then have been converted to Wiener
spectrum ordinates using equation 9. Subsequently the information
capacity spectrum
would be calculated using these values.
The point at which this was
discovered did not allow this researcher
time to go back to recalculate and
plot the information storage capacity
in the way described
above. However, an interpretation of the data was












































spatial frequency (cycles nm )
Figure 17: Information capacity
spectrum for Plus-X reversal film
in D-67 at diffuse density levels of 0.50, 1.00 and




































spatial frequency (cycles nm )
Figure 18: Information capacity spectrum for Plus-X reversal
film in D19-25 at diffuse density levels of 0.50,
1.00 and 1.50 above base plus fog.
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The information storage capacity in bits mm for each system at
each density level is shown in Table 6.
_2
Table 6: Information storage capacity values in bits nm for






























The density values obtained showed the
same trend as the granularity
patches. However, the differences in the density levels
were smaller.
The amount of information decreased as
the density increased. The
decrease in the amount of information within
each system between a
density of 0.50 and 1.50
was the same with the exception of the D19-25
positive system. The low density level of
this system was about 0.30
density units higher
than the other three systems. The
information
storage capacity
decreased as the density increased. The loss was
less for this system.
The number of grains composing
an image increased as the density
increased. The MTF of the
two negative systems was lower as the density
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increased. As more grains were developed the fine detail may have been
lost due to overlapping of the grains. The noise associated with a
system interferes with the signal which reaches the detector. The signal
detected on the microdensitometer was used to determine the information
storage capacity. The positive images are composed of finer grains.
The
"holes"
left by the negative silver which have been bleached out
caused some of the finer detail to be lost. At a positive density of
0.50 the
"holes"
are left from a negative image density of 1.50. The
information decreased as the density increased since the
"holes"
trans
ferred less information to the positive image. The reverse happens when
the positive density is 1.50. The
"holes"
are large but there are
fewer of them. The MTFs for the positive image were higher at a density
of 1.50 and 0.50. However, the granularity of the system was higher
so that the information was less, i.e., more noise in the system de
creased the information available.
Each information capacity spectrum approaches a maximum capacity
value. As the spatial frequency increases beyond the maximum the infor
mation capacity values decrease. The information capacity cut-off
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frequency depends on the system used. The information capacity
spectra leveled off at lower frequencies as the density level was in
creased. (See Figures 17 and 18) . The frequency at which the maximum
information was contained depended on the diffuse density level. An
image composed of finer grains will define finer detail than an image
composed of larger filaments. As the amount of silver in an image in
creased detail was lost.
Although the covering power of
the silver was different for the
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negative and positive images, the information capacity trends were the
same. The silver was used more efficiently in the positive image, i.e.,
higher covering power. The information capacity was a little higher
for the negative images. The efficiency of the silver usage did not
appear to influence the information storage capacity.
The amount of silver composing an image influenced the information
storage capacity of the image. Granularity is the major factor in
fluencing the information storage capacity. At a density level of 1.50
both the negative and positive image contain a lot of silver. Over
lapping of the grains may have decreased the information. The positive
image was composed of smaller grains. The granularity was the same as
the negative granularity. Therefore, the information contained in the
image was the same, i.e., the noise masked some of the signal. At a
density level of 0.50 the negative image was composed of larger grains
but the grains were further apart. Although the noise was significantly
different between the two negative systems and the negative and positive
systems developed in D-67 and D19-25 at a density of 0.50, the level
was low. The low level of noise did not affect the signal detected, i.e.,
the MTF. The method used to calculate the information storage capacity
accounts for the signal to noise ratio so that if the MTFs had been
different the actual calculation would account for any real differences.
Therefore, more signal was detected
and the information storage capacity
was greater at a density of 0.50.
The information storage capacity of
each system at each density was
the same, i.e., no difference
in the amount of information contained in
each image was seen -between
the two developers. These calculations were
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based on using a Wiener spectrum ordinate value correlated to the
actual density levels obtained on the granularity patches. Although
the speeds were different for each system, especially the positive
systems, the level at which the noise was calculated compensated for
this difference, i.e., the density differences between the actual
density on the patches was equivalent to the density difference between
the D-log H curves at the same exposure level. The information storage
capacity should have been calculated for a noise level obtained using
equivalent density based on an equal exposure level rather than density
level as explained previously.
An information storage capacity/density plot can be made for each
system using the values in Table 6. The relationship was linear in each
case. All four lines approached a single, linear curve. The data in
dicated that the two developers were approximately the same with respect
to information storage capacity. This conclusion applies, however,
only when the exposures are adjusted to give equal or approximately
equal densities. In photographic practice, such an adjustment is un
likely because the greater camera exposure that would compensate for
the low film speed given by D19-25 would not correct the defect of the
dim highlights produced by this developer and the speed would be below
that expected of the film product.
As a result, the data points for each
system at each density level
were plotted. A linear regression
program was used to determine the
fit of the points to a straight
line. An eighty-nine percent correla
tion factor was found. Figure 19
shows the linear relation between the





















* = D-67 negative
= D-67 positive
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0.20 0.60 1.00 1.40 1.80
diffuse density (minus base plus fog)
Figure 19: Information storage capacity as a function of diffuse
density for all four systems.
Due to the density differences and speed differences between the
systems comparisons were made at equal exposure levels. Figure 7 was
used to convert Figure 19 to a plot of information storage capacity as
a function of absolute log H. Three exposure levels were chosen. The
corresponding density for each system at each level was read directly
from the D-log H curves. Using the linear regression program the
corresponding information storage capacity values were determined.
The fitted line of Figure 19 was used as a way of averaging the data
and nfdnimizing the effects of the
random errors in the individual data
points. The data is shown in Table 7.
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Table 7: Information storage capacity values in bits mm at






























































Figure 20 shows the information storage capacity/log exposure plot
using the values from
Table 7. The plot takes on the same shape as the
granularity/log exposure
plot. (See Figure 14) . Comparing D-67 with
D19-25 in this manner was equivalent to assuming that
the camera ex
posure, expressed in terms of
lens aperture and shutter setting, was
held constant in producing pictorial
images for processing with the two
developers. The assumed camera exposure is approximately
that which
corresponds to the film speed normally
expected.
Along the
horizontal axis of Figure 20 the exposures corresponding
to the shadows on the
scene lie on the left, the middle-tone exposures
lie in the central
region and the highlight exposures lie on the right.
The D19-25 negative





























Figure 20: Information storage capacity as a function of absolute
log exposure for all four processing systems.
negative system. This observation was of theoretical interest since
the negative images are subsequently dissolved by the bleach. The
granularity was higher for the
latter system which hid some of the
signal. The thicker filaments could also render some of the detail
indistinguishable. The negative difference, though probably not real,
can be attributed to the higher granularity
level of the D-67 system.
A significant difference in the
information storage capacity was
seen between the positive systems.
The D-67 positive system contained
more information, i.e., twenty-three
percent in the shadows, sixteen
percent in the middle-tones and
fourteen percent in the highlight
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region. This was expected since the granularity of the D19-25 positive
was higher. The method of calculating the information storage capacity
accounted for the noise level but the signal detected was obstructed by
the grains. The positive image was composed of the silver which developed
around the
"holes"
left by the bleached negative silver. Less silver was
left in the D-67 positive due to the solution-physical development which
occurred during development. The developed silver was dispersed more,
therefore, more information was contained in the D-67 positive image.
For the reversal images, D-67 gave lower densities than D19-25. In
terms of subjective tone reproduction this resulted in brighter and more
favorable images. 16mm and 8mm reversal film images viewed by projection
on large screens are often dimmer than is desirable. The preferred
lower densities led to lower granularity and hence greater information
storage capacity.
The information storage capacity decreased as the density increased.
This effect was attributed to the increase in granularity with density.
As more grains were developed detail was lost because the silver filled
in around the
non-image areas.
The results implied that the covering power was not an important
factor in determining the information storage capacity. The trends in
the covering power and
the information storage capacity were opposite,
especially for the
negative systems. The covering power increased as
the exposure increased while the
information decreased as the exposure
increased. The covering power
of the positive systems were higher than
the negative systems. The
negative systems contained more information
even though the silver was





left in the positive image by the negative silver de
tracts from the advantage derived from better silver usage. The char
acteristics of the final image are determined in the first developer.
The amount of information contained in the negative image was transferred
to the positive image by the grain structure removed during bleaching.
The
"holes"
defined as much detail as the negative silver did. The re
maining silver developed around the "holes". The amount of detail the
"holes"
define is defined visually by the positive silver. Therefore,
the information storage capacity of the four systems was the same at
each density level.
The granularity appeared to be the major factor in determining the
information storage capacity. The signal was density dependent, i.e.,
corrections for the density differences observed on the D-log H curves
could not be applied to the MTFs. The noise level was calculated without
the corrections. As a result, the information storage capacity was
originally believed to be the same for processing in both developers.
However, when the speed differences were accounted for differences in
the information storage capacity did appear, especially between the posi
tive systems.
The hypothesis stated throughout has been that the differences in
the speed between the reversal curves
would significantly affect the
parameters used to measure image quality and information storage capacity.
This was found to be true. The
slower D19-25 produced higher density
levels at equal e^osure levels
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CONCLUSIONS
The effect of a low and a high solvent first developer on the
information storage capacity of four different systems was investigated.
Four parameters were necessary to determine the information storage
capacity. The effect of the solvent level on each parameter was
determined separately from the overall effect, i.e., the amount of
information contained in the whole system as determined from the
graphical model. (See Figure 3) . The results were interpretted in
terms of equal density and equal exposure levels.
The sensitometric curves showed that the D-67 images were better
in terms of subjective tone reproduction, i.e., a lower D-j. level
and a higher effective speed. The D19-25 curve showed a D^^ level
about 0.40 density units higher than the D-67 such that the images
appeared "unclean".
As a result of the density differences between the positive curves
the results were more consistent when the parameters were
compared at
equal exposure levels. The relationship between the density and ex
posure was known from the D-log H curves such that the transformations
could be made, i.e., parameter values as a
function of diffuse density
to a function of absolute log H.
The covering power
of the positive image was the same across the
exposure range of
interest. The only difference in processing occurred
during the first
development stage. The silver developed in this stage
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was dissolved by the bleach. The remaining silver in each positive
system was developed in the same developer, i.e., D-19, such that dif
ferences in the covering power were not expected.
The D-67 covering power was lower than the D19-25 covering power
for the negative images as hypothesized earlier. The solution-physical
development tended to thicken the filaments composing the grain without
increasing the projective mean area of the grain. More silver was
used to form the D-67 image such that the density levels obtained
across the exposure range were higher. However, since the covering
power was lower the density difference between the negative D-log H
curves was about 0.22 density units as compared to about 0.40 density
units for the positive curves. The positive covering power was higher
than the negative covering power.
The granularity of each system was different for a
given exposure.
The differences were greater between the positive systems than the nega
tive systems.
The positive image is composed of the silver left from the bleach
step in the reversal process.
The silver develops around the
"holes"
left from the negative silver. Since the D-67
"holes"
were larger,
smaller grains were left to develop around the "holes". Therefore,
the granularity was lower
for the D-67 positive system than the D19-25
positive system.
The granularity curves
indicated that the effect of the solvent
was to clean out the D^
areas of the positive and to increase the
effective speed of the D-67
system.
MTF curves are used to
determine how a film/developer combination
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responds across the spatial frequency range. The most information
about developer processes and differences between developers is con
tained in the low frequency range. The range used in this investigation
was such that if any differences were present they would be evident.
Adjacency effects were not tested. None appeared in the MTF curves
generated. The MTF curves did not reveal any real differences between
the four systems at the three density levels used. These results in
dicated that the response detected across the frequency range of in
terest was independent of the differences observed in the covering
power and the granularity.
The information storage capacity is determined from the signal to
noise ratio. The signal for each system was approximately the same,
i.e., the same response across the spatial frequency range was ob
served for all four systems at diffuse density levels of 0.50, 1.00 and
1.50 above base plus fog. The noise in a system affects the amount of
information detected in a system. Since the granularity values were
different for each system at a given exposure value, it was expected
that the information storage capacity would also be different. This
hypothesis was borne out.
The difference in the granularity values for the negative systems
were less than the positive systems. The differences in the information
storage capacity between the negative
systems was also less. More in
formation was contained in the D19-25 negative image since the D-67
negative system was grainier, i.e., some of the signal was hidden by
the noise. The differences were of
theoretical interest.
Significant differences were observed between the positive systems
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when comparisons were made at equal exposure levels. The density
of the D19-25 positive image was higher. More grains were present to
interfere with the signal. The
"holes"
left by the D19-25 negative
silver were smaller such that information was lost as the positive
silver developed around the "holes".
The covering power did not appear to affect the information storage
capacity. The covering power of the positive system was higher than
the negative system. However, more information was contained in the
negative system.
The results obtained in this investigation do not conflict with
48
Bird's proposed model. Although he implies that the negative and
positive detective quantum efficiencies need to be different, this
criterion is not a necessary prerequisite. Whenever two or more images
of the same scene are properly added an increase in information is ob
served because the noise is averaged and thereby smoothed and reduced.
If n images are added, the noise level is decreased by the square root
of n. As the noise level is decreased more information can be ex
tracted from the system. This procedure is regularly used in the
electronics industry.
The statement that reversal processing gives a finer grained image
must be looked at in its proper perspective. The reversed image is a
finer grained image relative to the positive image obtained by printing
through a negative. Granularity is additive. The print, though from a
finer grained emulsion than the negative, is grainier than a reversed
image. The larger negative grains are bleached out during processing
such that the finer grains are left to form the image. Therefore,
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the reversed image is finer grained than a print made on positive
cine film.
The information obtained about reversal processing in this investi
gation has never been published. Extension of the method used in this
study to other films would deteririine whether the results obtained are
peculiar to Plus-X reversal film 7276 or if they can be applied
generally to reversal processed black and white films. This investi
gation was originally intended to use this method on Panatomic-X film
as well as Plus-X. Panatomic-X is a black and white negative film
which is thin enough to be reversal processed. Its speed is similar
to that of Plus-X reversal film 7276. It contains a lot of iodide
which might affect the results. Panatomic-X can be reversal processed
in the same solutions used in this investigation. Tri-X reversal film
7278 and 4-X reversal film 7277 can also be processed with the same
solutions used here. They are designed to be reversal processed and
are faster films than Plus-X reversal film 7276.
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Apparatus Used to Expose Film for Granularity Patches and MTF
Durst L900 enlarger RIT #137062
Rodenstock Rodagon lens #8875156, f=80 mm 1:56
Durst Bimabox 35 RIT #137083
Durst Bimaneg #23409584
Durst TRA450 power box
EPI ST450 stabilizer/timer RIT #137458
Durst CLS 450 RIT #137037
enlarger used at height of ninety-one centimeters from the image
plane
all exposures done at aperture setting of f/11 with white Plexiglass
diffuser taped over lens
Ansco Model 4 #2 Microdensitometer Set-up for Scanning Granularity
Patches
circular aperture with 2.5 mm diameter









influx optics: 5X 0.1NA objective
0.10 inch illuminating slit
scanning rates:
4mm/minute for film sample
8 inches/minute for paper
determination of distance on sample represented by one division on
paper:
4mm sample/minute finch of paper! JlOOO^ml = 25 piVdi,^ision






Ansco Model 4 #2
Microdensitometer Set-up for Scanning MTF Samples
effective aperture aim:
criteria used to determine
E.A. width was one eighth of the width
of the highest frequency
on the target, i.e..
106
tt a -
1 J nm 1000 jum . QOE'A- ~
8
[42cyclesjpmnr-j^ 2'98/m
rectangular aperture: 0.075 mm x 15 mm
efflux optics: 5X 0.1 NA objective
5X hyperplane occular
calibrated efflux magnification = 25.40
effective aperture (E.A.) calculation :







influx optics: 5X 0.1 NA objective
0.05 inch illujnxinating slit
scanning rates: 4nm/minute for film sample




























*in cycles per mm
**modulation values calculated using semi-specular density units
Sample Calculation to Determine Target Modulation
Dm-a-aua
= I-263 and D . = 0.445
max min
since
D = -log T or T
= 10
-D
T = 0.0546 and T . = 0.359
max mm
m.
T - T .
_
max min











INFORMATION STORAGE CAPACITY CALCULATION


























Table 10: Gamma values for all processing systems.









Sample Calculation for D19-25 Negative System at Diffuse Density
Level of 1.50.
Table 11: Experimentally determined parameters values.
Ill
frequency* MTF gamma W(xl0 7)
2.5 0.76 1.15 4.57
7.5 0.74 1.15 4.57
12.5 0.68 1.15 4.57
17.5 0.72 1.15 4.57
22.5 0.68 1.15 4.57
*in cycles mm
-1
The information storage cacpacity is calculated using the parameter
values listed in Table 11 as follows:




( y )^ _ 0.57(1.3225) (640 x 10 7) _
,-7

























1(f) =TTf [log2(l + sW)]
= TT(2.5)[log2(l + 106)]
= 52.8 at 2.5 cycles
similarly,
-2




1(f) = 185.4 at 12.5 cycles mm
1(f) = 237.1 at 17.5 cycles
1(f) = 258.4 at 22.5 cycles mm













+ I17if. + I22>5)
C = 5(52.8 + 134.3 + 185.4 + 237.1 + 258.4)
-2
C = 4340 bits mm
